
COOKPAD Leaps Abroad to Feature Japanese Home-Cooking at the Largest 
Cherry Blossom Festival in the U.S. 
～Collaborative cooking exhibition with local chefs and COOKPAD! 
EN COOKPAD to feature “Hanami” recipes for the cherry blossom season～
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■Collaborative Cooking Exhibition at the Largest Cherry Blossom Festival in the 
U.S. with Local Chefs and COOKPAD

COOKPAD Inc., the largest Japanese recipe site will be presenting at “Sakura Matsuri – Japanese 
Street Festival,” the main event of the annual National Cherry Blossom Festival held in Washington 
D.C. on Saturday April 12th. This event marks the first time COOKPAD participates in an 
exhibition abroad. Starting April 4th, the English version of COOKPAD（https://
en.cookpad.com）will concurrently be featuring spring-themed recipes for the ‘Hanami’ cherry 
blossom viewing season.

The National Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington D.C., which kicked off on Thursday, March 
20th, is the largest cherry blossom festival in the U.S. The three-week festivity concludes on 
Saturday April 12th with “Sakura Matsuri – Japanese Street Festival,” an annual event organized by 
the Japan-America Society of Washington D.C. since 1961, with an exhibition and Japan-themed 
parade. Last year, 43,000 visitors gathered for this festival, which has become the biggest single-
day event pertaining to Japanese culture. COOKPAD Inc. will be exhibiting at this event for the 
first time to feature ‘Washoku’ Japanese cuisine that has been gaining popularity from its 
designation as a UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage in 2013. COOKPAD will have a booth to 
display recipe cards to interested visitors and partner chefs will demonstrate the preparation of 
delicious home-cooked dishes at the Culinary Arts Pavilion.

■EN COOKPAD To Feature Recipes for Hanami (Cherry Blossom Viewing)  
Season■
In concurrence with the Sakura Matsuri, the English version of COOKPAD will be featuring 
recipes for the cherry blossom viewing season starting April 4th. There will be over 250 English 
recipes perfect for outdoor excursions or tasting Sakura (Cherry Blossom) itself during the cherry 
blossom season.

Sakura Matsuri – Japanese Street Festival
Date: Saturday, April 12th 2014 
Location: Pennsylvania Ave. & 9th-14th St. NW, Washington D.C. 
Exhibition Details: Introduce Japanese home-cooking recipes at a designated booth. Collaborate 
with partner chefs to demonstrate Japanese home-cooking, and serve samples to visitors. 
!
For further details on the event, see:



Official event page 
http://www.sakuramatsuri.org/ 
!
Japan-America Society of Washington D.C. 
http://www.jaswdc.org/ 
!
Hanami Cherry Blossom Viewing Recipes on English COOKPAD 
https://en.cookpad.com/categories/hanami-cherry-blossom-viewing
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